Adjectives and Prepositions
48 sentences to finish
I am inspired by…

I was embarrassed of my Dad when…

I am tired of…

I am scared of…

I am terrified of…

I was touched by…

I am really bad at…

I am really embarrassed about…

My parents were ashamed of me when…

I am devastated because…

I went on holiday and I was pleased with…

I am jealous of…
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My parents were cross with me when I…

I am sorry for my sister because…

I went on holiday and I wasn’t impressed by…

I am annoyed with my brother because…

I am really excited about…

I went on holiday and I was delighted with…

My friend is terrible at…

I am really confident about…

My friend is involved in…

I am upset because…

I am annoyed because…

I went on holiday and I was impressed by…
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I went on holiday and I was disappointed with…

I am sorry for…

My parents were proud of me when…

I was astonished when…

I am fond of…

I am angry because…

I am frightened of…

I am tired of…

I was surprised when…

I am over the moon because…

I am really good at…

I am thrilled for my friend because...
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I am keen on…

My friend is obsessed with…

I know someone who is addicted to…

I went on holiday and I was appalled by…

I am interested in…

I am stressed because…

I am really nervous about…

I was shocked when…

I am furious with my husband because…

I went on holiday and I was amazed by…

I am fed up of…

I am happy for my brother because…

8

Smile or Cry
++

over the moon, thrilled,
overjoyed

+

happy, pleased, glad

-

sad, upset, sorry

--

devastated, gutted,
depressed

Surprised + Thumbs up/down
++
about a
situation
for a person*

amazed

+

impressed

-

unimpressed

--

appalled

Thumbs up, thumbs down
+ + + delighted
++

pleased, happy

by

Guilt, shame
-

embarrassed

of someone
about a situation

--

sorry

for an action
about a situation

---

ashamed

of someone
about a situation

with
+

satisfied

-

disappointed

Attitudes
Angry

++++ furious

with someone

+ + + angry, cross
++
+

frustrated, irritated
annoyed

about a
situation

+++

obsessed

with

+

interested

in

+

keen

on

+

fond

of

-

fed up, tired, sick

of

Fear
++
+

terrified
afraid, frightened, scared

Huh?
of

++
+

baffled, bewildered
puzzled, confused

Emotion

Surprise

+ + + overwhelmed
++

moved

+

touched

by

+++
by

astonished

++

shocked

+

surprised

unmoved

by
Others

Others

dependent, based, reliant

on

jealous, proud, capable

of

ready, responsible, on time, late

for

good, bad, great, terrible,
better, the best, the worst

at a skill
familiar, comfortable,
for a
compatible, wrong
person/health

with

inspired, freaked out

by

addicted

to

involved

in

nervous, confident, excited,
relaxed, stressed out

about

